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Can characterize quality, productivity, impact 
and efficiency

Create standard success indicators for 
evaluation and comparison

Support decision processes, public relations, 
strategic planning, performance reviews and 
resource allocation



Quality – how good is it?
◦ Peer review, return customers, recognition

Productivity – how much is being done?
◦ Counting, mapping, and trending 

Impact – How is it affecting others?
◦ Number of collaborators, resulting papers or 

discoveries 

Efficiency – How much does it cost?
◦ Rates, costs, and returns



Identify your critical and essential business
◦ Work with your sponsors, administrators & 

managers
◦ Review your Mission, Goals and Strategic Plans
◦ And then ask - What, Who, How, & When?



Publications
Field Campaigns
Editorships
Presentations
Colloquia & Symposia
External Committee 
Service
Workshops
Teaching 
Appointments

Fellowships
Visitor Appointments
Thesis Committee
Graduate Advisors
Student Appointments
K-12 Outreach
Awards
Informal education
Partners

NCAR Annual Report Metrics



http://www.nar.ucar.edu/2009/NCAR/index.php/metrics



Managers and Administrators create and 
maintain data every day to do their jobs –
◦ Budgeting and allocating
◦ Scheduling
◦ Recruiting & supporting users
◦ Managing inventory

Work with them to locate 
and mine this treasure trove!



With the data, try:
Classifying people, events or things into 
groups by attributes or patterns
Collecting data sets over multiple periods
Sharing the wealth!

Visitor Programs      Metrics 
Space management



http://www.ucar.edu/opportunities/professionals/







Develop standard measures, 
definitions and formats

Create tools for data gathering and 
management

Set schedules and deadlines

Schedule a training for new folks and 
a rollout meeting at the start of the 
metrics collection season 



Name and network with Point People
Create 2 Web pages or Wikis
◦ One to support Metrics Point People, One to 

display the results!
Create a Mailing list or Email alias
Create an FAQ
Set standard definitions everywhere
Support data validation in your tools
◦ Formatting
◦ Drop down lists



Can be as 
sophisticated as web-
based databases and 
financial/reporting 
systems

And as simple as excel 
templates



http://www.nar.ucar.edu/metrics_instructions/index.html



https://www.nesl.ucar.edu/publications/index.php





Evaluate data as it is coming in and require clean 
and consistent data

Return data to Metrics Collectors if 
edits/corrections are needed

Clarify definitions and avoid tweaking standards



Celebrate the efforts and results

Work to publicize your Metrics
◦ Email to stakeholders
◦ Blurb on main web page
◦ Inclusion in annual report
◦ Dedicated Metrics web pages

Debrief on the process with Metrics Collectors

Annually reassess metrics & priorities  - are any 
new or changing?  
◦ Make sure to fully document any additions and changes for 

the next round



Work with your stakeholders and data 
collectors
Define terms and data requirements 
Provide Help resources and training
Develop tools that include data validation
Encourage questions and publish answers
Debrief with data collectors after each round
Celebrate the efforts and answers



When folks ask- What’s in it for me?
Make it worth their while
◦ Provide the raw data for other analysis
◦ Support Team and Individual web pages
◦ Update CV materials
◦ Provide performance appraisal inputs
◦ Document staff and program highlights
◦ Provide facts for public relations/press releases
◦ Allow easy access for use in presentations and 

publications



https://www.nesl.ucar.edu/publications/index.php







Explain your terms and categories

Apply filters and subtotaling
◦ How many unique institutions?
◦ How many countries, states, partners, schools?



Terms, Filters and Subtotals



Highlight unique or intriguing aspects

Create links to more information



Highlights and Links



Expand on a simple metric with more 
story





Consistent data collection over time supports:
◦ Charts and Graphs
◦ Pie Charts
◦ Trend Lines
◦ Comparisons with other institutions

Keep the link to the definitions and detailed 
data 





Mapping Visitors



WRF Registered Users

The leading atmospheric modeling
System in the world, used in:
125 Countries
>50 Operational Forecast Centers
>11,000 registered users

Weather Research and Forecasting Model (WRF)



Make ‘em Appetizing



What you measure is what you get 
Metrics send a message and deliver answers
Done well, they are:

◦ Meaningful
◦ Accurate
◦ Comparative
◦ Consistent
◦ Cost effective
◦ Statistically significant



Too much, too often, 
costs too much

Metrics only tell part of
the story, balance the information

Measuring unimportant indicators can 
foster unimportant efforts – i.e. number 
of papers vs. impact or quality of papers
Internal competition over metrics can 
create stress in a team or organization



Identify strengths
Measure successes and progress
Help recognize areas needing attention
Inform decision making and resource 
allocation
Focus on goal setting 
Prepare for new technology
Create opportunities for celebrating



Questions?

Thank you!


